Transient receptor potential vanilloid 4 regulates aquaporin-5 abundance under hypotonic conditions
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Aquaporin-5 (AQP5) is expressed in epithelia of lung, cornea, and various secretory glands, sites where extracellular osmolality is known to fluctuate. Hypertonic aquaporin (AQP) induction has been described, but little is known about the effects of a hypotonic environment on AQP abundance. We report that, when mouse lung epithelial cells were exposed to hypotonic medium, a dose-responsive decrease in AQP5 abundance was observed. Hypotonic reduction of AQP5 was blocked by ruthenium red, methanandamide, and miconazole, agents that inhibit the channel transient receptor potential vanilloid (TRPV) 4 present in lung epithelial cells. Several observations indicate that TRPV4 participates in hypotonic reduction of AQP5, including a requirement for extracellular calcium to achieve AQP5 reduction; an increase in intracellular calcium in mouse lung epithelial (MLE) cells after hypotonic stimulation; and reduction of AQP5 abundance after addition of the TRPV4 agonist 4α-phorbol-12,13-didecanoate (4α-PDD). Similarly, addition of hypotonic PBS to mouse trachea in vivo decreased AQP5 within 1 h, an effect blocked by ruthenium red. To confirm a functional interaction, AQP5 was expressed in control or TRPV4-expressing human embryonic kidney (HEK) cells. Hypotonic reduction of AQP5 was observed only in the presence of TRPV4 and was blocked by ruthenium red. Combined with earlier studies, these observations indicate that AQP5 abundance is tightly regulated along a range of osmolalities and that AQP5 reduction by extracellular hypertonicity can be mediated by TRPV4. These findings have direct relevance to regulation of membrane water permeability and water homeostasis in the lung and other organs.
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We examined the effects of inhibiting tonic reduction in AQP5. Pharmacologic Studies Indicate that TRPV4 May Mediate the Hypotonic conditions as described (11); however, cells died rapidly in control and hypotonic cells and assessed AQP5 abundance. (11). To confirm lysosomal degradation of AQP5 in hypotonic conditions, we added the lysosomal inhibitor chloroquine to control and hypotonic cells and assessed AQP5 abundance. AQP5 abundance increased in the presence of chloroquine in isotonic conditions as described (11); however, cells died rapidly when chloroquine was added in hypotonic conditions.

Pharmacologic Studies Indicate that TRPV4 May Mediate the Hypotonic Reduction in AQP5. We examined the effects of inhibiting pathways implicated in hypotonic responses, including the extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK), jun N-terminal kinase (JNK), phospholipase C (PLC), phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3-kinase), and PKC; however, these agents had no effect on the hypotonic reduction of AQP5 (Fig. 2A). Extracellular nucleotides participate in cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) activation in response to hypotonic stress (34, 35). Neither adenosine nor ATP altered AQP5 abundance (data not shown). In contrast, ruthenium red (RR), an inhibitor of multiple TRPV channels (36), completely blocked the reduction of AQP5 in response to hypotonic stress. A downstream product of the P450 pathway of arachidonic acid metabolism, (5,6)-epoxy eicosatrienoic acid (EET), directly activates TRPV4 (37), and TRPV4 activation can be blocked by selective inhibitors of the eicosanoid pathway (37). Treatment of MLE cells with the cyclooxygenase inhibitor indomethacin or the lipoxigenase inhibitor nordihydroguaiaretic acid (NDGA) had no effect on the hypotonic reduction of AQP5 (Fig. 2B). In contrast, methanandamide, which blocks the conversion of anandamide to arachidonic acid, and miconazole, which blocks the generation of EET, completely blocked hypotonic reduction of AQP5.

TRPV1, TRPV2, and TRPV4 are reported to be in lung, have been implicated in osmotransduction, and can be inhibited by RR. By using specific primers, RT-PCR revealed a strong band for TRPV4 mRNA (Fig. 3A), and immunoblots of cell lysates revealed the presence of TRPV4 protein (Fig. 3B). TRPV1 was not detected by RT-PCR, but a band for TRPV2 was evident. We tested whether hypotonic reduction of AQP5 also occurred from a hypertonic starting point. Incubation of MLE cells in hypertonic medium for 12 h increased the abundance of AQP5 (Fig. 4, lane 2). When cells were shifted from hypertonic medium (476 mosM) to hypotonic medium (127 mosM), AQP5 abundance was markedly reduced by 30 min (Fig. 4 lane 3), an effect inhibited by RR (Fig. 4, lane 4). Similarily, when cells were returned from hypertonic medium to isotonic medium (Fig. 4, lane 5), AQP5 was reduced to near isotonic levels. This reduction was also blocked by RR (Fig. 4, lane 6).

Hypotonic Reduction in AQP5 in Mouse Trachea. Both TRPV4 and AQP5 are present in proximal airway epithelial cells (38, 39). To
examine the effects of hypotonicity in vivo, mice were ventilated through a low extrathoracic tracheostomy, and the proximal trachea was exposed to isotonic (300 mosM) or hypotonic (150 mosM) PBS, followed by harvest of the trachea. Administration of hypotonic PBS prewarmed to 32°C (but not 25°C; data not shown) for 1 h led to a significant decrease in AQP5 abundance compared with isotonic PBS (Fig. 5A). In trachea pretreated with RR (10 μM) for 10 min, AQP5 was not reduced by hypotonic PBS (Fig. 5B), consistent with our in vitro observations.

Calcium and the Hypotonic Reduction of AQP5. TRPV4 mediates influx of extracellular calcium (40, 41). We therefore grew MLE-12 cells in normal medium, or a Krebs medium with or without calcium. When normal medium or calcium-containing Krebs medium was diluted to generate hypotonic medium, AQP5 reduction by hypotonic stress was observed (Fig. 6). In contrast, AQP5 was not reduced after exposure to calcium-free Krebs diluted to 127 mosM, indicating a requirement for extracellular calcium, fura-2-loaded MLE-12 cells were exposed to isotonic or hypotonic medium, and ratiometric images were obtained by fluorescence microscopy. In response to hypotonic stress, intracellular Ca$^{2+}$ was increased beyond the defined threshold (0.1 ratio units) in 25% of cells within ~2.5 min, a response that partially desensitized with time and was reduced by RR (Fig. 7A and B). The magnitude of the change in intracellular Ca$^{2+}$ (measured at ~25°C) was greater after overnight incubation at 32°C than after overnight incubation at 37°C (23) (Fig. 7C). Subsequent calcium imaging experiments were performed after 32°C incubation. 4α-Phorbol-12,13-didecanoate (4α-PDD) (10 μM), a selective activator of TRPV4 (36), increased intracellular Ca$^{2+}$ in a significantly greater number of cells and was inhibited by RR (Fig. 7D). Combination of hypotonicity and 4α-PDD resulted in an increase in the mean amplitude of the Ca$^{2+}$ response and a supraadditive increase in the percentage of responding cells, compared with either stimulation alone (Fig. 7E–G), a pattern suggestive of synergistic action at a single site. This Ca$^{2+}$ response was also RR-sensitive (Fig. 7E and G) and could be reversed by removal of extracellular Ca$^{2+}$ (82.3 ± 3.4% decrease; see supporting information, which is published on the PNAS web site), demonstrating a dependence on Ca$^{2+}$ influx, and consistent with mediation by TRPV4.


discussion

A fundamental requirement for preservation of normal cell function is the ability to sense and respond to changes in the extracellular environment. In addition to the kidney, this is particularly true at epithelial surfaces where an interface with the outside environment exists, such as the epithelium of the respiratory tract. The absolute osmolality of the airway surface liquid (ASL) has proven difficult to determine. Recent reports
in mouse (42, 43) and rat (44) airways indicate that ASL osmolality is hypotonic in basal conditions, whereas others suggest it is isotonic (32, 45). More certainly, when ventilation is increased, for example with exercise, the ASL osmolality increases (31, 32, 46), with return to basal levels with cessation. Therefore, the airway epithelium is exposed to an ASL in which the osmolality may vary depending on factors such as airflow or temperature, as well as in response to other host or environmental factors. We have shown that AQP5 abundance is dynamically regulated across a range of osmolalities and that distinct mechanisms underlie the hypertonic and hypotonic responses.

Aquaporins provide a low resistance path for water to cross the cell membrane and are the primary determinant of membrane osmotic water permeability. When cells are exposed to a hypotonic extracellular environment, they swell over a short period, followed by a slower shrinkage back toward their baseline size, a process known as regulatory volume decrease (47).

Studies of mammalian cells, including mouse salivary gland and corneal epithelial cells, revealed that, in addition to determining the initial rate of swelling, the absence of AQP5 also reduced the rate of regulatory volume decrease (6, 48). Given the potential consequences of disrupted cell volume regulation on cell signaling, barrier function, and viability, the mechanisms regulating cellular responses to anisosmotic stress must be tightly controlled. Unrestricted cell swelling can lead to rupture, and changes in intracellular osmolality can limit enzyme function.

We examined the potential role of TRPV4 in the hypotonic reduction of AQP5 because it is present in lung epithelium (39), is activated by hypotonic stress (28), participates in regulation of cell volume (49), and is activated within the temperature range relevant to lung epithelium (23, 50). In addition to cell volume

**Fig. 7.** Hypotonicity and 4α-PDD increase intracellular \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) in MLE-12 cells. (A) Change in relative intracellular \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \), indicated by a change in the fura-2 fluorescence ratio, in a representative MLE-12 cell (incubated overnight at 37°C, then assayed at −25°C) during a switch from isotonic (300 mosM) to hypotonic (200 mosM) buffer. (B) Percentage of cells exhibiting a hypotonic-evoked change in fura ratio >0.1 ratio units in the experiment shown in A under control conditions (Hypo), or when ruthenium red (10 μM) was administered 2 min before hypotonic stimulation (Hypo + RR). (C) Amplitude of hypotonic-evoked fura ratio change (among hypotonic-responsive cells) in cells incubated overnight at 32°C versus 37°C. (D) Percentage of cells (incubated overnight at 32°C) responsive to 4α-PDD (10 μM) and inhibition by RR. (E) Representative trace of fura ratio in cells subjected to successive exposure to 200 mosM, 4α-PDD, and RR. (F and G) Percentage of responsive cells (F) and mean fura ratio change (G) after stimulation with hypotonic solution alone versus 4α-PDD alone or a combination of the two. Hypotonic responses were recorded in one set of coverslips, whereas responses to 4α-PDD, 4α-PDD plus hypotonic, and inhibition by ruthenium red were recorded from another set of coverslips treated as in E. Data shown represent mean ± SEM, n = 6. **, \( P < 0.01; *** \), \( P < 0.001 \), unpaired (B–D) or paired (G) Student’s \( t \) test. (F) ###, \( P < 0.001 \) versus sum of individual hypotonic and 4α-PDD responses, unpaired Student’s \( t \) test.

**Fig. 8.** The TRPV4 agonist 4α-PDD potentiates the hypotonic reduction of AQP5. Cells were incubated in medium of the designated osmolalities for 30 min at 32°C in the presence or absence of 4α-PDD. Immunoblots of cell lysates were probed for AQP5 and actin.

**Fig. 9.** TRPV4 is required for the hypotonic reduction in AQP5 abundance. HEK control or TRPV4-expressing cells were transiently transfected with a control plasmid or AQP5. Thirty-six hours after transfection, cells were incubated in medium of the designated osmolality for 30 min in the presence or absence of RR, and immunoblots of cell lysates were probed for AQP5.
regulation, TRPV4 has been implicated in regulation of ciliary function (51) and is proposed to play a role in airway smooth muscle contraction (52). Our studies suggest that TRPV4 activation by hypotonicity leads to a reduction in AQP5 abundance. Ca2+ influx seems to be a necessary, but not sufficient, contributor to this effect. However, we cannot exclude the possibility that other RR-sensitive channels also contribute to AQP5 down-regulation in MLE-12 cells. For example, we detected expression of a transcript for TRPV2 in these cells. It remains undefined whether TRPV2 is active within the relevant temperature range, or whether arachidonic acid metabolites implicated in our studies can activate TRPV2. A definitive resolution of this matter will require the use of subtype-selective antagonists, which are not yet available, or knockdown/knockout strategies aimed at these channels. The supraadditive effects of 4e-pPDD, which fails to activate TRPV2, strongly suggests that TRPV4 is at least contributory to this process. Further support for this notion comes from our observation that heterologous reconstitution of TRPV4 and AQP5 together (but not individually) into HEK cells recapitulated the hypotonic reduction of AQP5 observed in lung epithelial cells. It is notable that RR blocked AQP5 reduction whenever extracellular osmolality decreased, and EGFR inhibition blocked hypotonic AQP5 induction regardless of the starting osmolality, implicating these mechanisms in shifts across a broad range of osmolalities. It remains unclear whether there is cross-talk between EGFR-mediated induction, and TRPV4-mediated reduction, of AQP5 abundance. Likewise, the mechanism(s) linking TRPV4 activation and AQP5 remain undefined at present. We have previously shown that AQP5 is degraded in lysosomes within minutes of treatment with cAMP (11). In these studies, inhibition of lysosomes in a hypotonic (but not isotonic) environment led to rapid cell death, limiting our ability to confirm the contribution of lysosomal degradation. Although it is possible that AQP5 is shed to the extracellular space, or degraded by nonlysosomal pathways, we anticipate that internalization to a late endosomal compartment is fundamental to hypotonic down-regulation. It is curious that chloroquine toxicity was markedly increased in cells exposed to hypotonic medium, and it remains possible that the impaired ability of the cell to regulate AQP5 abundance in hypotonic conditions contributed to cell death.

Of interest, both the calcium flux and the decrease in AQP5 were more pronounced when studies were performed in cells preincubated at 32°C rather than at 37°C. The temperature at the airway surface in the upper respiratory tract has not been described, but the surface temperature in the nasopharynx or upper airways may be somewhat less than 37°C, particularly when breathing at increased rates of flow, for example with exercise, or when the temperature of the inspired air is reduced. The molecular mechanisms underlying hydration of the inspired airstream are as yet not known, but modulation of apical membrane aquaporin expression in response to changes in airflow or air temperature is a plausible contributor. Changes in airway temperature and surface osmolality have been suggested to be etiologic factors in the pathogenesis of exercise- or cold-induced asthma (53). Although many pathways may be involved in these conditions, the interaction between temperature and osmolality in regulating TRPV4 activation and AQP5 abundance may prove relevant to their pathogenesis.

We believe that dynamic regulation of AQP5 abundance by changes in extracellular osmolality is highly relevant to airway biology. Our investigation suggests distinct mechanisms for this regulation, with TRPV4 activation mediating hypotonic reduction, and EGFR activation mediating hypertonic induction. These findings, coupled with observations indicating that the presence of AQP5 is fundamental to ASL secretion (54) and cell volume regulation (6), suggest important potential roles for this pathway in airway surface regulation, and may extend to regulation of water homeostasis at other sites where these proteins are present, including salivary and sweat glands.

Materials and Methods

Materials. Electrophoresis reagents were from Bio-Rad. Reagents for enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL+) were from Amersham Pharmacia. Bicinchoninic acid (BCA) protein assay kit was from Pierce. Antibodies to the carboxyl terminus of mouse (38) and human (55) AQP5 were generated by our laboratory. Antibodies to actin were from Upstate Biotechnology (Lake Placid, NY). Horseradish peroxidase-coupled secondary antibodies to rabbit or mouse immunoglobulins were from Amersham Pharmacia. RR was purchased from Sigma. Unless specified, all other reagents were from Sigma.

Cell Culture. MLE-12 cells (a gift from J. Whitsett, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati) (56), were grown on untreated culture dishes (Falcon/Becton Dickinson) as described (13). HEK cells stably expressing rat TRPV4 (pCDNA-TRPV4) and HEK-pCDNA control cells were grown on untreated culture dishes (Falcon/Becton Dickinson), as described (23). When noted, medium was made hypotonic by dilution with water, and osmolality was measured by vapor pressure reduction (5100C Vapor Pressure Osmometer; Wescor, Logan, UT). Standard Krebs media (see supporting information) or calcium-free Krebs (supplemented with 1 mM EGTA) were used for select experiments. Cell harvest was performed as described (12). All experiments were repeated two to three times.

Transfection. Control and TRPV4-expressing HEK cells (23) were grown in six-well dishes to 50–60% confluence and transiently transfected (1 μg per well) with a hemagglutinin (HA)-tagged human AQP5 cDNA by using FuGENE 6 (Roche, Indianapolis, IN). Human AQP5 was inserted into the EcoRI site in the carboxyl-terminal micloning site of the EGFP-C3 plasmid (BD Biosciences Clontech). The N-terminal GFP was replaced by HA by using HindIII and AgeI restriction sites.

Sample Processing and Immunoblotting. After treatment, cells were harvested by scraping and lysed in RIPA buffer (50 mM Tris, pH 7.5/0.1% SDS/0.5% sodium deoxycholate/1% Nonidet P-40/150 mM NaCl/complete protease inhibitor mixture tablet). Total protein concentration was determined by the bicinchoninic acid assay. Equal amounts of total protein (10–50 μg, depending on experiment) in 1.5% (wt/vol) SDS were loaded per lane of 12% SDS/PAGE gels, transferred to nitrocellulose, and probed as described (57). Equivalence was confirmed by probing for actin or Ponceau Red staining (Bio-Rad) of nitrocellulose membranes.

PCR. RNA was purified from MLE-12 cells by using RNeasy purification kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA). Residual DNA was digested by using on-column RNase-free DNase (Qiagen). RT-PCR with primers specific for TRPV1, TRPV2, TRPV4, and 18S rRNA was performed (see supporting information). Real-time quantitative PCRs (RT-qPCRs) to assess AQP5 mRNA were performed to determine mRNA abundance, which was calculated as the fold change in the cycle threshold (ΔCT) by using the 2−ΔΔCT method (58), and normalized to the ΔCT values for 18S ribosomal mRNA by using the Bio-Rad iCycler data analysis software.

Animal Studies. Male C57BL/6 mice, 8–10 weeks old (Charles River Laboratories) (approved by The Johns Hopkins Animal Care and Use Committee) were anesthetized with ketamine/acepromazine (135/1.5 mg/kg), and the trachea was exposed, cannulated with a 22-gauge angiocath (BD) in a low extrathoracic position, and secured with a suture. A MiniVent (Harvard Apparatus) was used for mechanical ventilation. Hypotonic or
solution. For Ca2+

Calcium imaging (ref. 23 supporting information) was performed with MLE-12 cells on glass coverslips after incubation at 32°C or 37°C overnight. Cells were rinsed in normal bath solution (see supporting information), loaded with fura-2-acetomethoxy ester (10 μM) and pleurotic acid (0.02%) for 1 h at room temperature (~25°C), and rinsed again. Solutions were delivered by continuous perfusion (Automate, Oakland, CA).

For hypotonic bath solution, NaCl was reduced to 80 mM, then supplemented with 100 mM mannitol to generate isotonic bath solution. For Ca2+-free hypotonic solution, CaCl2 was replaced with 10 mM EGTA before pH and osmotic adjustment. Paired fluorescence images (340 nm and 380 nm excitation, 510 nm emission) were acquired at 2- to 10-s intervals by using an upright microscope (Nikon, Melville, NY), and emission ratios (340/380 nm) were calculated. Cells (150–250 per coverslip) were randomly selected for analysis. Baseline fura ratios were calculated from the average of 10 images acquired immediately before hypotonic 4α-PDD or RR application (see supporting information). Responding cells were defined as the percentage of cells with maximum fura ratio increases >0.1, and the average response values were calculated from only these responding cells.
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